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1 Reaction Systems

Reaction systems [5] are a formal model for specifying and analysing computa-
tional processes in which reactions operate on sets of entities (molecules), pro-
viding a framework for dealing with qualitative aspects of biochemical systems.
The model can capture in a very simple way the basic mechanisms underpin-
ning the dynamic behaviour of a living cell. A key feature of reaction systems
is that the latter results from the interactions of biochemical reactions based on
the mechanisms of facilitation and inhibition, i.e., the products of reactions may
facilitate or inhibit each other. The basic model of reaction systems consists of
the reactions, states, and dynamic processes using (tuples of) finite sets, and so
it directly captures the qualitative aspects of systems. This short article is based
on our conference paper [8].

2 Applications and Verification of Reaction Systems

Examples of applications of reaction systems to modelling of systems include,
e.g., [3, 4]. Verification of reaction systems was discussed in, e.g., [1, 2, 9]. The
papers [7, 11] introduced reaction systems with discrete concentrations of entities
and reactions operating on multisets of entities, resulting in a model allowing di-
rect quantitative modelling. Although there exist other approaches that support
modelling of complex dependencies of concentration levels and their changes,
e.g., chemical reaction networks theory based on [6], reaction systems provide
much simpler framework and the processes of reaction systems take into account
interactions with the external environment. Discrete concentrations can be sim-
ulated in the original qualitative reaction systems, but reaction systems with
discrete concentrations provide much more succinct representations in terms of
the number of entities being used, and allow for more efficient verification [7].
The properties being verified are expressed in rsltl which is a version of the
standard linear-time temporal logic defined specifically for reaction systems.



3 Main Results for Parametric Reaction Systems

In practical applications, a reaction system may have only partially specified
reactions, where reactant, inhibitors, or products might be initially unknown. In
such situations, we propose to use parameters in place of the unspecified reaction
parts. We then develop a reaction mining approach where the missing details are
computed automatically. To develop such an approach, we introduce reaction
systems with parameters. The main result [8] is a methodology which attempts
to replace these parameters in such a way that the resulting reaction system
satisfies a given rsltl formula when operating in a given external environment.
Intuitively, such a formula might correspond to a number of observations (runs)
of the behaviour of a partially specified system. Moreover, the environment is
specified using a context automaton which represents the influence of the bigger
system in which the reaction system with discrete concentrations operates. We
provide a suitable encoding of parametric reaction systems in smt, and propose
a synthesis procedure based on bounded model checking for solving the synthesis
problem. Moreover, we show that the complexity of the non-emptiness problem
of the parameter synthesis for rsltl and parametric reaction systems is pspace-
complete.

We also provide preliminary successful experimental results demonstrating
the scalability of the new synthesis method.

4 Experimental evaluation

In this section we present the results of an experimental evaluation of the de-
scribed approach. We test our method on a parametric version (pmutex) of
the reaction system model for the mutual exclusion protocol introduced in [9].
The system consists of n ≥ 2 processes competing for an exclusive access to the
critical section. The background set of the reaction system3. modelling the mu-
tual exclusion protocol is defined as S =

⋃n
i=1 Si, where the set of background

entities corresponding to the i-th process is defined as: Si = {out i, req i, ini, act i,
lock , done, s}, where the entities lock , done, and s are shared amongst all the
processes.

We start by defining the context automaton A. It ensures that initially all the
processes are outside of their critical sections and are not requesting access, which
is indicated by the presence of outi for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Next, we assume A
may supply any subset of entities C ⊆ {act1, ..., actn} such that |C| ≤ 2, allowing
at most two simultaneously active processes – we assume that if the context
contains acti then it is the ith process’ turn to perform an action. The ith process
requests access to its critical section by producing reqi. Then, it is possible for
the process to enter the critical section when it is allowed to perform an action
and the critical section is not locked (the lock entity is not present). In the case
of entering a critical section, to avoid the situation where two processes enter
3 For an introduction to reaction systems and the notation used in this paper, we refer
the reader to [5]
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their critical sections synchronously, the assumption on acti is stricter: only one
acti for some i ∈ {1, . . . , n} is allowed to be present for the process to enter the
critical section. When a process enters its critical section, the critical section is
locked by production of the lock entity. The lock entity is preserved until the
entity done appears, which is produced when a process leaves its critical section.
Any reaction in the system may be inhibited by the s entity.

Let Ai be the set of reactions of the ith process, for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Then, Ai
consists of the following reactions:

– ({outi, acti}, {s}, {reqi}),
– ({outi}, {acti}, {outi}),
– ({reqi, acti, actj}, {s}, {reqi}) for each j ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that i 6= j,
– ({reqi}, {acti}, {reqi}),
– ({reqi, acti}, {actj | j ∈ {1, . . . , n} and j 6= i} ∪ {lock}, {ini, lock}),
– ({ini, acti}, {s}, {outi, done}),
– ({ini}, {acti}, {ini}).

In reaction systems, each reaction is a triple b = (R, I, P ), where the sets R,
I, and P contain, respectively, the reactants, inhibitors, and products of the
reaction b. Intuitively, for a reaction to be enabled, the current state must contain
all the reactants and must not contain any of the inhibitors; when a reaction is
enabled it produces its products.

Next, we assume here that the system is open and we allow for introducing
new processes that participate in the communication to gain access to the critical
section. Let us assume we are allowed to modify the behaviour of the additional
process (here, the nth process) only by introducing an additional reaction. Such
an assumption could be justified by a mechanism that accepts new processes to
participate in the protocol only if they contain the reactions of Ai for any i ∈
{1, . . . , n}, while the remaining reactions could be performing some computation
outside of the critical section.

Our aim is to violate the property of mutual exclusion by making the first and
the nth process enter their critical sections simultaneously. The additional (ma-
licious) reaction uses the parameters of P = {λr, λi, λp} and is defined as fol-
lows: Ap = {(λr, λi, λp)}. The set of reactions is defined as: A = (

⋃n
i=1Ai) ∪

Ap ∪
{
({lock}, {done}, {lock})

}
. Finally, we define the parametric recation sys-

tem modelling Mutex as: cr-CPM = ((S, P,A, c),A), where: c = ¬λp[inn] ∧∧
λ∈P,e∈S\Sn

¬λ[e] constrains the additional reaction by requiring that it may
produce only entities related to the nth process and it cannot produce inn, to
avoid trivial solutions. Then, we need to synthesise a parameter valuation v of
cr-CPM such that the rsltl property φ = F(in1 ∧ inn) holds.

The verification tool was implemented in Python and uses Z3 4.5.0 [10] for
smt-solving. We implement an incremental approach, i.e. in a single smt in-
stance we increase the length of the encoded interactive processes by unrolling
their encoding until witnesses for all the verified formulae are found. Then, the
corresponding parameter valuation is extracted. The verification results pre-
sented in Fig. 1–2 compare four approaches: the implementation of the encoding
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Fig. 1. Synthesis results for pmutex: execution time
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Fig. 2. Synthesis results for pmutex: memory consumption

from [8] (cr-CP) and its extension (cr-CPopt) that optimises the obtained pa-
rameter valuations by using OptSMT provided with Z3. Then, we also use the
same encoding for verification of the rsltl property (cr-C), i.e. we replace all the
parameters with the obtained parameter valuations and test the formula φ in the
same way as in [11]. Next, we compare our results with the ones obtained using
the non-parametric method (cr-Cnp) of [11]. Our experimental implementation
provides a valuation v which allows to violate the mutual exclution property,
where λ←v

r = {outn}, λ←v
i = {s}, and λ←v

p = {reqn, done} for all the values
n ≥ 2 tested. This valuation was obtained using cr-CPopt.

When using cr-CPopt, the memory consumption increases. However, the
method might require less time to calculate the result than cr-CP. The dif-
ference in time and memory consumption between the parametric (cr-CP) and
the non-parametric (cr-C) approach is minor. However, cr-Cnp is the most ef-
ficient of all the approaches tested. This suggests that our parameter synthesis
method might possibly be improved by optimising the encoding used.

5 Final remarks

We have developed a method which allows for calculating parameter valuations
for partially defined reactions of reaction systems and demonstrated how the
presented method can be used for synthesis of an attack in which we inject an
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additional instruction represented by a reaction, where we use rsltl to express
the goal of the attack. Assuming there is a finite set of allowed concentration lev-
els for the parameters, the presented method also allows for enumerating all the
possible parameter valuations for fixed-length processes. This can be achieved
by adding an additional constraint blocking the parameter valuation obtained
in the previous step. Our method focuses only on existential observations which
can be obtained from simulations or experiments performed on the system. How-
ever, when we consider some widely accepted laws governing the system under
investigation, those should be formulated as universal observations. In our future
work we are going to tackle the problem of universal observations.
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